Identification of an aminoacridine derivative that binds to RNA tetraloops.
RNA folds into diverse structures that form unique targets for small molecules and thus provide significant potential for controlling biological processes involving RNA with small-molecule ligands. We are investigating molecular recognition of tetraloop RNA by small molecules. RNA tetraloops are four-nucleotide stem loops with unusual stability that are involved in biological processes involving RNA by forming binding sites for proteins and other RNAs. We have sequentially used the docking programs DOCK and AutoDock to screen 1990 small molecules in the NCI diversity set to identify molecules selective for RNA tetraloops over double-stranded RNA. The compounds predicted to bind to tetraloop RNA were evaluated for binding RNA tetraloops using 1H NMR spectroscopy and fluorescence techniques. An aminoacridine derivative (AD2) was identified that binds to a GAAA tetraloop in a 2:1 ratio with dissociation constants of 1.0 and 4.0 microM. AD2 binds with approximately 20-fold and 9-fold higher affinity to tetraloop RNA than to double- and single-stranded RNAs, respectively.